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1 - drak depression

Dark Depression

By: Mad(or as Mr. Dougherty would say…, Fred)

What happens when the only way to save someone is to let them die?

What happens when they say kill me and begin to cry?

What do you do when you're lost in the way?

Do you sit, stand, or carry away?

Could you really do something so awful and cruel?

Is it really the right thing to do?

What are the consequences of this decision?

Could you carry it out with skill and precision?

Would you regret the choice that you make?

Would it come back, and it's your life it would take?

Could you resist this urge to kill?

Would you be sent to jail, or have to write your will?

If you stabbed them and they hollered back,

Would you start to laugh and crack?

Would you find it enjoyable to see them in pain?

Or would you see them and call it vain?

Would you be able to hold back you're tears?



Or would you be crying about this for years?

Would you tell anyone, or keep it near?

Would you run away and live in fear?

For this crime you have committed would it really be your fault?

Would it be something for which you are caught?

Would you ever be happy again with your life?

Or would you go mad, and end it with a knife?

Would you end your life just as your friends?

Or would you live it to the very end?

If their parents caught up to you, what would you do?

Would you tell them what happened, or kill them too?

Would you ever forgive yourself for the “murder” you committed?

Or would you always be in denial that you did it?

If you continued to live, would you continue to thrive?

Or would you find a small corner, curl up, and die?

Would it be possible for you to return to the light?

Or would you be forever lost in the darkness of night?

It's your choice and decision to make.

So make it right, and make it great.

Done for Yusuke_luv_gurl!
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